Examples of achievements may include:

- Social media or even RIT news!

Newsmakers from Sciences and director of the mathematical modeling Ph.D. program.

Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)

SIAM News – May 2

School of Life Sciences, about her research on a possible treatment for prostate cancer.

Relativity and Gravitation.

The Biology, features the undergrads.

ASBMToday – Apr 6

Courses and/or research into a new or different teaching approach, practice, or procedure in a supports an RIT priority. These funds are for the development, adaptation, application and/or research an innovative mode or model of teaching and learning that directly and spectral properties of the vegetation of the Cape."

Aeronautics and Space Administration to support a project titled "Toward a Uniform

June 6-9

In collaboration with the Presentations & Workshops

short-term molecular dynamics" in the journal

Madhusudan Rajendran

of the different meanings associated with the equals sign in introductory and upper-

Security department.

We wish them all a very happy retirement!

We're not saying goodbye, we're saying "see you later!" to seven loyal COS faculty and

programs. RIT graduate degree programs in engineering, science, and business were

Rochester Institute of Technology graduate degree programs are among the best in the

maximize its scientific performance.

Carlson Center for Imaging Science, was

Dr. Jan van Aardt

Award

To the Rank of Research Professor

To the Rank of Principal Lecturer

Awards

The moon will play hide-and-seek with the sun during a total lunar eclipse on Sunday,

Rochester community invited to observe total lunar

culminating experiences like their capstone projects.

show his students the beauty of his field and help them build skills they can use for

Jan van Aardt

the Law: Biological, Ethical and Legal Perspectives. Throughout the course, he

"Almost everything involves science," according to

Science and law class culminates in mock trial

Our Stories

achievements, research accomplishments, outreach activities, and involvement in their

biochemistry major, and

both scientific innovation and teaching.

recipients and often helps them become life-long leaders that contribute significantly to

the GRFP has a long history of selecting recipients who achieve high levels of success

award recipient!

unique and significant contribution to the Center for Residence Life: Congrats to

standing who have demonstrated an interest in and ability to build bridges among

and community involvement. The following

and

Community Service Award

community service experience - a strong combination to stand out in med school

Safiya Gazali

CO2 (R: The Bruce and Nora James Atrium hosted several popular exhibits during Imagine RIT.

Zoë LaLena

RIT students from all majors learn creative and interdisciplinary problem-solving

diagnostic testing to patients and their physicians.

With the support from multiple faculty members, she discovered chemistry and is now

Ms (MS) degree in bioinformatics

Personalized Medicine Care

Nidhi Baindur

is graduating with a Biology degree, research experience, and

...